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Regularities on how drilling cuttings block pores and fractures of oil-bearing formation are studied. There are complex physical and chemical processes at well bottomhole occur during entering oil-bearing formation by rotary or rope drilling. That is caused by quality of drilling fluid, intensity of washing, rotation of a drill string, presence of cuttings at bottomhole and a drilling technique. There are hydraulic impulse effects with alternating signs in bottomhole formation zone appear during rope drilling that have a significant impact on quality of work. Underestimation of mentioned factors during entering oil-bearing reservoirs leads to decrease in permeability of oil rocks and well production rate. A clear understanding of physical and chemical processes at bottomhole while entering oil-bearing reservoirs and management of these processes allow to avoid reduce in conductivity of reservoir rocks to a large extent and intensify it in some cases. The main conditions to increase efficiency of oil wells drilling and development the processes allow to achieve maximum production of equipment into an oil part of a well and restoration of natural oil permeability of a formation or its artificial increase. A clear understanding of physical and chemical processes at bottomhole while entering oil-bearing reservoirs and management of these processes allow to avoid reduce in conductivity of reservoir rocks to a large extent and intensify it in some cases. The main conditions to increase efficiency of oil wells drilling and development of an oil-bearing reservoir that ensure preservation of its natural porosity and permeability or contribute to their increase in bottomhole part of a well.

Parameters such as geological and physical properties of a reservoir, physical and chemical properties of reservoir oil, rocks and washing liquid, hydrodynamic interaction in an "oil reservior-well" system are not considered enough in a number of cases during entering and development of a formation. That often leads to incorrect conclusions about a possibility to use actual reserves for needs of national economy. Drilling of oil-bearing formations is a technological process, which create a bore hole in a productive oil-bearing formation for equipment of oil part of a well. Bringing a well on production include technological operations that provide installation of equipment into an oil part of a well and restoration of natural oil permeability of a formation or its artificial increase to achieve maximum production rate of a well.
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Рассмотрено исследование закономерностей кольматажа пор, трещин пород нефтяного пласта шламом выбуренной породы. При вскрытии нефтяного пласта вращательным или ударно-канатным бурением на забое возникают сложные физико-химические процессы, обусловленные качеством промывочной жидкости, интенсивностью промывки, вращением колонны бурильных труб, наличием шлама на забое и технологией промывки скважины. При ударно-канатном бурении вскрытие нефтяного пласта сопровождается знакопеременными гидродинамическими воздейст виями в призабойной зоне, которые оказывают существенное влияние на качество работ. Недостаток перечисленных факторов при вскрытии нефтяных пластов приводит в конечном счете к снижению проницаемости нефтяных пород и дебита скважины. Четкое представление физико-химических процессов на забое при вскрытии нефтяных пластов и управление этими процессами в значительной степени позволяют избежать снижения проницаемости породы скважины, а в отдельных случаях интенсифицировать ее. Основные условия повышения эффективности бурения нефтяных скважин – это применение таких методов вскрытия и освоения нефтяного пласта, которые обеспечивают сохранение естественной его пористости и проницаемости или способствуют их увеличению в призабойной части скважины. Решающий фактор при выборе технологии вскрытия и освоения нефтяного пласта – его физико-химические параметры. За последние годы вопросы технологии вскрытия и освоения нефтяных пластов уделяется большое внимание. В ряде случаев недостаточно учитываются геолого-физические свойства коллектора, физико-химические свойства пластовой нефти, горных пород и промывочной жидкости, гидродинамическое взаимодействие системы «нефтяной пласт скважина» в процессе вскрытия и освоения, что часто приводит к неправильно выводам о возможности использования фактических запасов нефти для нужд народного хозяйства. Под вскрытием нефтяных пластов следует понимать технологический процесс, при котором в продуктивном нефтяном пласте образуется выработка для оборудования нефтяной части скважины. Освоение нефтяного пласта – технологические операции, обеспечивающие оборудование нефтяной части скважины и восстановление естественной нефтепроницаемости пласта или искусственное увеличение ее для достижения максимального дебита скважины.
Introduction

Quality of oil formation drilling is significantly rely on regime of slurry of cuttings.

Drilling of oil wells should be considered not only from the point of view that cuttings should be removed from the well and bottomhole should be cleaned but also from the point of view that in some cases presence of cuttings in the well is necessary. So, while drilling of oil formations composed of sands at direct circulation cuttings performs the functions of a mechanical colmatant of well walls, increasing their stability and reducing ability of a formation. Drilling of oil formations ultimately decrease permeability of oil rocks and well flow rates.

In order to avoid plugging of cracks by penetrating sludge of cuttings during the drilling of reservoirs, composed with fractured rocks, it is important to increase the size of cuttings when selecting drilling technology [1-4].

Study of laws of pore colmatage

While the drilling of oil formations composed of sands at direct circulation cuttings represent a mechanical colmatant of well walls, increasing their stability in drilling.

If mudding off of oil sands was studied in detail and its quantitative evaluation is given, then mechanical colmatage of well walls during the rotary drilling with direct circulation is not studied enough.

It is determined from the experience of oil formations drilling with direct circulation that specific absorption of oil during the drilling is in tens and hundreds times smaller than oil seepage after a well is put on production. It was also found that the higher grain size of oil sands that compose a formation, the higher specific oil absorption from 0.15 to 0.4 m³ of washing oil for 1 m of a drilled formation. That limited a possibility of drilling of reservoirs represented by coarse grained gravel sands at direct oil circulation.

The absence of criteria for quantitative assessment of the intensity of mechanical colmatage under various washing regimes, as well as theoretical studies in this direction were the basis for carrying out theoretical and experimental work.

Possibilities to use oil suspensions for drilling of formation with subsequent removal of a colmatage zone and restoration of natural porosity and permeability of oil rocks were studied.

An attempt was made to create a new model of mechanical colmatage by fine-sandy and dusty particles and experimental verification of theoretical positions was carried out. In development of the theory following hypotheses were adopted on the physical nature of colmatage [1, 5]:

1. Let assume that formation composed with watered sands, through which penetration flow goes, is represented by a set of elementary oil flow tubes with an average cross-sectional area.

2. Fluid flow carrying suspended solid sand particles is a subject to Darcy's law

\[ v = ki, \]

where \( v \) is for flow rate; \( k \) is for flow coefficient; \( i \) is for hydraulic gradient.

We will assume in the first step that solid particles of suspension have the same diameter \( D \), and a cross section of an elementary oil flow tube before the beginning of colmatage varies along the length of flow path from the maximum pore diameter \( d_{\text{max}} \) to the minimum \( d_{\text{min}} \). Let diameter of colmatant be such that \( d < D \). Having critical cross section reached a particle gets stuck and all the particles moving after it settle in an oil flow pipe [2, 6, 7].

Let \( s \) be the length of free path of a particle along the oil flow tube to a critical value. Obviously, \( s \) is a random variable. Let \( \xi \) be an arbitrary distance along an oil flow tube. Obviously, the probability that a tube will be blocked on the section \( \Delta \xi \), will be proportional to \( \Delta \xi \) with accuracy of infinite small of higher order.

Then, using apparatus of the probability theory, probability distribution laws are easily obtained with assumed schematization of the process of colmatage

\[ R(\xi) \text{ and } Q(\xi), p(\xi) = e^{\lambda \xi}, Q(\xi) = 1 - e^{-\lambda \xi}. \]

In given expressions \( Q(\xi) \) is the law of probability distribution \( p(s < \xi) \), where \( p(\xi) - p(s > \xi) \). During derivation \( \lambda = \text{const} \), which is valid because of initial homogeneity of
porous medium. In a general case $\lambda$ is a function of $s$ coordinate. Then we have $p(\xi) = e^{-\frac{\xi}{\lambda}}$.

In case at the end of the colmatage process a sufficiently large value of flow that contain a plurality of elementary oil pipe tubes is taken, then, according to the law of large numbers, the probability $P(\xi)$ in a cross section with coordinate $\xi$ determines a relative number of blocked oil flow pipes [8–9].

Let $k_0$ and $k_1$ be flow coefficients in unblocked and blocked parts of a cross section. Then an average flow coefficient for the entire cross section will be

$$k(\xi) = k_0 \left[1 - e^{-\lambda\xi}\right] + k_1 e^{-\lambda\xi}. \quad (1)$$

In this equation $k_1$ is a variable value characterizing change in flow coefficient over the time and in a constant section of sands to be blocked.

An exponential law of probability distribution is also relevant to describe a process of blockage in time in a section with a constant coordinate $\delta(\xi(\xi))$.

Then an average value of flow coefficient of upper layer at an arbitrary time can be represented as

$$k(t, \xi = 0) = k_0 e^{-\delta t} + k_2 (1 - e^{-\delta t}), \quad (2)$$

where $k_2$ is a flow coefficient at the end of blockage process under given conditions. From this we derive

$$k(\xi t) = (1 - e^{-\lambda\xi}) + k_0 e^{\delta t} + k_2 (1 - e^{\delta t}) e^{-\lambda\xi}, \quad (3)$$

where $\lambda$ and $\delta$ are parameters determined experimentally.

The obtained theoretical functions were verified in laboratory conditions on a simple pilot installation with flat filtration (Fig. 1). Separate sand fractions corresponding to the main varieties ranging from shallow to gravel were studied.

To measure hydraulic heads along the length of flow path, a series of inclined piezometers were installed in constant cross sections of oil sand to be colmatized. Experiments were carried out on compacted samples. Flow was carried out from a pressure tank filled with a blocking suspension [10–12].

In order to prevent settling of the suspension, two mixers were installed that mix suspension continuously. In addition to hydraulic heads, flow rate of flowing slurry was measured in various sections of samples. Flowed oil was collected into a graduated cylinder where concentration of a suspension was determined at the inlet and outlet of an installation.

For blockage suspensions of various concentrations with different fineness of blocking grains were used. In addition, in separate series of experiments, initial hydraulic head was changed. For all types of sands, a critical gradient was determined both in absence and presence of a blocked layer. The process of collapse of a sand wall with a decrease in difference in pressure was recorded on a film stock.

Experimental values of flow coefficients in different cross sections of samples were determined using Darcy’s law. Fig. 2 and 3 represent comparison of flow coefficients calculated by formulas (2) and (3) with their experimental values.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 and 3 that the proposed theoretical functions agree with experimental data.

Blocking is appear to be most rapid in time at minimum penetration depth of suspension particles into oil sands that are under study at optimal ratios of the indicated diameters. For all studied sand fractions (from dust to gravels), the optimal ratios of $d_i/d_p$ are 0.1.

These results of research are of great practical importance.
Colmatage of a near walls massif, drilled by a well of an oil reservoir, plays an important role in assessing the stability of walls of a well and reducing specific oil absorption during formation drilling. The performed researches allow to make a quantitative estimation [13-15]: size of sand fraction (mm) is 2-5; 1-2; 0.5-1; 0.25-0.5; 1.1-0.25; optimal size of the colmatant (mm) is 0.2-0.5; 0.1-0.2; 0.05-0.1; 0.01-0.05; 0.005-0.01.

Critical excessive hydrostatic head $\Delta H_{cr}$ to support the wall of the well in a stable state with considered colmatage is determined by the formula

$$\Delta H_{cr} = \frac{\gamma_0 k_1 r_0 \ln \frac{r_2}{r_0}}{\rho \varepsilon \phi_{equiv}}$$

where $\gamma_0$ is bulk density of rocks; $k_1$ is coefficient of flow at the end of colmatage; $r_0$ is well radius; $r_2$ is radius of well influence; $\rho$ is water density; $\varepsilon$ is rock porosity; $\phi$ is angle of internal friction of water-bearing sands; $k_{equiv}$ is equivalent flow factor.

Oil consumption required to ensure stability of well walls during drilling of oil sands using direct mud circulation, taking into account colmatage, will be determined by the formula

$$Q_{cr} = \frac{\gamma_0 2\pi h k_1 r_0}{\rho \varepsilon \phi}$$

where $h$ is thickness of drilled formation.

If there is no colmatage oil consumption can be calculated by formula

$$Q = \frac{2h \pi k_1 \Delta H_{cr}}{\ln \frac{r_2}{r_0}}$$

It is easy to see that required oil consumption and excessive hydrostatic heads in presence of blocking matter and optimal blocking regime are reduced by a factor of hundreds in comparison with corresponding values if there is no blockage. That is confirmed in practice [16-19].

**Drilling of oil-bearing formations by a slurry of cuttings**

Thus, based on study of influence of blockage on stability of walls of wells, it can be concluded...
that it is possible to expand the field of application of drilling of oil-bearing formations with direct oil circulation up to gravel sands and gravel. It is possible if appropriate technology of drilling is developed. Laboratory experiments have shown that stability of vertical walls of wells in gravel sand and gravel sediments in presence of blockage can be ensured with minimal consumption of technical oil for washing during formation drilling [2].

As a result of rotation of a drill string in a well filled with oil turbulence is established. Calculation data show that drilling with oil circulation (kinetic viscosity $V$ of 0.01 m$^2$/s) in case of a drill string with a diameter of 73 mm with rotational speed $\approx 100$ rpm $R_c = \omega R^2/V \approx 2.1 \cdot 10^3$.

Rotation speed of a fluid is proportional to peripheral speed of drilling tool. In this case resulting speed $\omega$ will be equal to geometric sum of speeds such as circle $v_{periph}$ and translational $c$, directed vertically, $\omega = \sqrt{v_{periph}^2 + c^2}$.

Such resultant velocity will be directed along the helix with an angle of ascent that depends on given speeds. Thus, resulting velocity $\omega$ will be always greater than $c$, i.e. the higher the rotational speed of a drilling tool the cleaner will be always greater than $c$ times, i.e.

$V_{periph} \approx 28(V/S)^{1/3}$ where $V$ is volume of a particle; $S$ is its area.

At the moment when penetration into formation by rotation of a drill string begins it is recommended to increase calculated size of removed cuttings in 2-3 times, i.e. $l_{exp}/l_{theor} = 2/3(l_{exp})$ is the size of cuttings taken out from the well at the moment of penetration into formation with rotation of a drill shaft; $l_{theor}$ is the theoretical (critical) size of cuttings, calculated by formulas for conditions of rectilinear motion of a circulation fluid. The effect of flow forces on cutting, that is caused by absorption of circulating fluid by a formation, is not taken into account [20–22].

Thus, it is obvious that each particle of cuttings (drilled sand) during the drilling of an oil reservoir moves upwards and is influenced by forces that are as follows: lift of upward flow of water in the well, inertial (caused by twisting of flow by a rotating drill string), flow (from absorption of circulating oil by a formation during its penetration).

Speed of oil flow into a not blocked yet formation at the moment of opening is very significant and can be determined by expression

$$u_f = Q_o / 2\pi r \ln,$$

where $Q_o$ is pump rate; $r$ is well radius at the formation interval; $l$ is length of intensive absorption section; $n$ is active porosity of oil rocks.

Penetration flow has a significant effect on a particle of a slurry (sand) located at the bottomhole in the absorption interval. In this case hydrodynamic pressure of flow on a particle of sand during infiltration can be determined by the expression

$$p = c \frac{\pi \rho f^2 u^2}{4g \rho_o},$$

where $c$ is coefficient of frontal resistance (hydrodynamic characteristic), is considered for turbulent flow in a well; $d_f$ is nominal diameter of a particle of cuttings (sand); $u$ is speed of flow in an absorption interval; $g$ is acceleration of gravity; $\rho_2$ is density of an oil flow in a well.

Quite complex movement of a particle of sludge (sand) in oil flow during formation penetration leads to stratification of slurry according with grain size in a plane perpendicular to a well axis. As a result of flow turbulence, the lowest speed of its movement is near the well wall, where small particles of sand move. Obviously, these particles are picked up by flow of oil that infiltrate into a reservoir. Then under the influence of hydrodynamic forces and frictional forces caused by flow pressure, they block pores and channels of a porous reservoir that minimizes its ability to absorb oil and increase its stability of well walls against caving [23].

Thus, total force acting on a particle of sludge (sand) in turbulent flow at an absorption interval of a formation is a vector quantity and depends on many factors.

While drilling of oil reservoirs, which are represented by naturally fractured rocks, removed cuttings and circulation fluid penetrate into cracks.
A fluid together with spherical body moves in a horizontal crack. There are four forces applied on a spherical body such as body weight $G$ directed downwards, pressure $p$ equal to weight displaced by a fluid body and directed upwards, active pressure $X$ of fluid jet on a body directed towards fluid motion, a force of resistance of body $N$ to movement caused by friction of a particle on a channel surface and directed backwards to fluid flow.

Weight of a spherical particle expressed in terms of volume, $G = \frac{\pi \delta^3 \gamma}{6}$ where $\delta$ is particle diameter; $\gamma$ is its specific weight. Pressure $p = \frac{\pi \delta^3 \gamma_1}{6}$, where $\gamma_1$ is fluid specific gravity.

Active flow pressure acting on a particle is given by expression $X = cF \frac{u^2}{2g}$, where $c$ is a coefficient depending on shape of a body, its size and Reynold's number; $F$ is an area of resistance of a body; $u$ is velocity of motion of a liquid; $g$ is acceleration of gravity.

Force of resistance to movement

$$N = \frac{\pi \delta^3}{6}(\gamma - \gamma_1)f,$$

where $f$ is friction coefficient.

From equilibrium condition $X$ and $N$ are equal and expressions are solved with respect to speed velocity of a fluid $u$. Taking into account $F = \pi \delta^2/4$, following is obtained

$$u = \sqrt{\frac{8(\gamma - \gamma_1)}{\gamma_1}} \sqrt{\frac{4g}{5c}} \sqrt{f}.$$

The first two numbers in this expression represent Retinger formula, in which a term $\sqrt{4g/c}$ is expressed in terms of coefficient $k$.

If Reynolds number $Re > 1000$, coefficient $k$ becomes constant and depends only on shape of streamlined bodies.

Thus, the critical speed of a sludge particle in a horizontal crack can be written as formula

$$u = k \sqrt{\frac{8(\gamma - \gamma_1)}{\gamma_1}} \sqrt{f}.$$

Speed of fluid movement in a formation at distance $R$ from a well axis under a condition of uniform fracturing and constant absorption of $Q$ can be expressed as

$$v = \frac{Q}{2\pi R n_a m},$$

where $n_a$ is active fracturing coefficient; $m$ is interval absorption thickness.

Equating speeds $u$ and $v$ and solving the equation with respect to $R$, the authors obtained a formula to find possible magnitude of displacement of a particle in a horizontal crack at a specific diameter $\delta$ and constant absorption

$$R = \frac{Q}{2\pi n_a m k} \sqrt{\frac{8(\gamma - \gamma_1)}{\gamma_1}}.$$

For an inclined crack the formula will be

$$R = \frac{Q}{2\pi n_a m k} \sqrt{\frac{8(\gamma - \gamma_1)}{\gamma_1}} (f \cos \alpha \pm \sin \alpha),$$

where $\alpha$ is an angle of inclination of a crack to the horizon (plus sign characterizes rise cracks, negative sign characterises descending ones).

However, consumption of fluid during absorption in a general case does not remain constant and can vary depending on pressure drop, time and is determined by the formula

$$Q = \frac{4k_f m (p - p_{res})}{\ln \frac{2.25at}{r_0}},$$

where $k_f$ is a penetration coefficient; $p$ is hydrostatic pressure in the well; $p_{res}$ is reservoir pressure; $a$ is piezoelectric conductivity; $r_0$ is well radius; $t$ is time.

Replacing flow $Q$ in formula (12) through its value, determined by formula (13), we finally obtain

$$R = \frac{2k_f k (p - p_{res})}{n_a k} \sqrt{\frac{8(\gamma - \gamma_1)}{\gamma_1}} (f \cos \alpha \pm \sin \alpha) \ln \frac{2.25at}{r_0}. $$
where $k_0$ is a dimensionless coefficient that takes into account ratio of size of sludge particles and a crack channel.

It can be seen from formula (14) that sludging radius is directly proportional to pressure of a formation liquid. In accordance to that, drilling of naturally fractured oil reservoirs should be usually performed with air blowing or using aerated circulation liquids. In addition, increase in intensity of blowing (washing) is a reliable method against crack sludging that ensures removal of large cuttings out of bottomhole.

Presence of cuttings in a fluid that fills a well reduces acceleration of free fall of a drilling tool:

$$a_t = \frac{dv}{dt} = kg \frac{\gamma L 2 \gamma_{cut} l_{cut}}{l^2},$$

where $\gamma$ is specific weight of steel; $\gamma_{cut}$ is specific weight of cuttings; $L$ is height of percussion instrument; $l_{cut}$ is height of margin of cutting; $l$ is height of tool lifting above a bottomhole ($l = d_T/d$, $d_T$ is diameter of percussion instrument; $d$ is diameter of borehole).

Calculations show that acceleration of free fall of a drilling tool $a_t$ depending on regime of cutting flow varies between 5.5 and 6.5 m/s².

Speed of movement of fluid and cuttings together and in annular space between well walls and a tool taking into account continuity condition of flow is given by

$$u = v (1/l^2 - 1).$$

Thus, kinetic energy of a whole system, i.e. sludged circulation fluid and drilling tools represent the sum of energies

$$\Sigma W_k = \frac{k m v^2}{2g} + \frac{Gu^2}{2g},$$

where $G$ is weight of column of cuttings.

Run-in-hole and pull-out-of-hole operations in a well are followed by wave processes. There is an overpressure of 4-5 MPa at 1000 m in a cased well during drillstring run-in-hole operations and pressure drop of 1.0-1.2 MPa during pull-out-of-hole operations. For an open hole in unconsolidated deposits filled with a clay solution overpressure may be greater than above mentioned. A pressure fluctuation during run-in-hole and pull-out-of-hole operations increases with increase in viscosity of circulation fluid. That is also caused by formation of seals during drilling of sandy-argillaceous sections [24-25].

In order to determine hydrodynamic pressure necessary to overcome the inertia of a drilling during run-in-hole of drilling tool following formula is proposed:

$$\Delta p_{RH} = \frac{0.11 g \gamma l}{(d_T/d)^2} \gamma^{0.47},$$

where $\gamma$ is specific gravity of washing liquid, kN/m³; $l$ is well depth, m; $d$ and $d_T$ are diameters of a well and drilling tool, m; $T$ is time counted from the beginning of run-in-hole of a candle, s.

Calculations performed by this formula show that $+\Delta p_{RH}$ often exceeds pressure of reservoir fracturing, which results in collapse of well walls.

There are dynamic impulse processes generated in the well during well flushing of rotary drilling by piston pumps whose operation is characterized by a pulsating regime. Pumping out of matter from wells was done by jet pumps driven by piston drilling pumps. Observation of that pumping allowed to determine that pulsation frequency in a well corresponds to a number of double strokes of a piston pump. Magnitude of pulses of hydrodynamic pressure excited in a well has a 0.2-0.3 MPa at a vibration frequency of 75-92 per 1 min.

It is clear that hydrodynamic pulsation in a well will also occur with water jet bits being at work [26].

**Conclusion**

Derived function allows to determine a zone of sludging taking into account a large number of factors, both technical and hydrodynamic, and can be used to assess effectiveness of a technology of drilling of oil reservoirs in fractured rocks.

Information given above proves that radius of sludging is directly proportional to fluid pressure on a formation. In accordance with this, drilling of
oil reservoirs with fractured reservoirs should, as a rule, be carried out with air blowing or using aerated circulating fluids. Besides, a reliable method of sludging control is to increase intensity of blowing (circulation), which ensures removal of larger cuttings from a bottomhole.
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